
The Future of SEO in 2023: SEO Trends to Know 

 

With the future of SEO in Sydney still up in the air, it’s safe to say that this industry has come 

a long way since its humble beginnings and that it has become quite challenging to keep up 

with all of the developments. That’s why we’ve put together this list of 4 SEO trends that you 

should know about as they relate to the future of SEO in 2023. So without further ado, here 

are 4 SEO trends you need to know about if you want your business to succeed in the next 

decade and beyond. 

 

Optimising For Semantic Search 

 

Unlike keyword search, which returns web pages that match search terms exactly, semantic 

search considers more than words. When you ask a question, such as What is a dog’s 

lifespan? Google will show results based on related queries—the average lifespan of a 

dog—and then display results for articles and websites with information about canine 

lifespans. Those types of searches are known as long-tail keywords and are becoming 

increasingly popular because they’re much easier to rank for than broad keywords. 

 

Improved Customer Experience 

 

Given that customers are becoming more concerned with their privacy and security online, 

businesses will have to work harder than ever to earn their trust. Fortunately, improving 

customer experience is also one of today’s most lucrative opportunities for growth. If you’re 

looking for new ways to improve your customer experience, try adding chatbots and virtual 

assistants into your marketing efforts; these tools can not only facilitate positive interactions 
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between consumers and brands but also provide valuable insights about what consumers 

want from business owners like you. 

 

Delivering A Mobile-Friendly Site 

 

If you don’t have a mobile-friendly site, you need one. An increasing number of search 

queries are coming from mobile devices, and it is now more important than ever for 

businesses to make sure their websites can be accessed on all types of phones and tablets. 

Mobile-friendly sites can be indexed by Google just as easily as desktop sites, so there’s no 

reason not to make your business accessible from anywhere. 

 

Improving Page Speed 

 

Page speed is a major ranking factor for Google. In fact, it’s become an even more important 

factor in recent years as user experience, and site speed becomes increasingly more critical 

(we live on our phones after all!). If you’re looking for a quick win, make sure your page load 

times are under 2 seconds; if you need more help, we can always send over an SEO expert 

Sydney to help out. 

 

Conclusion 

 

SEO is ever-changing, meaning that your SEO strategy needs to evolve alongside it. To stay 

ahead of your competition and make sure you’re always performing well in search, be sure 

to adapt to these SEO trends as they change over time. By keeping up with SEO, you can 

ensure that your content remains valuable and relevant both now and well into the future. 

For that, it is essential to hire the best SEO Company Sydney. 
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